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Chris Ryan: Special Forces Cadets

What are you reading?

The Special Forces Cadet series is about young teenage boy
called Max Johnson who has been selected to join the special
forces cadets unit with five others. In this book series the team
go on lots of crazy missions that they have been asked to do by
the military. I would highly recommend this book series because
it always has you on the edge of your seat and never fails to
impress.
The author Chris Ryan is an ex-military SAS soldier who follows
the author Andy McNab.

Charlotte Y8

I would give this book 10 stars by Y8 Librarian Benjamin
Erin Hunter: Warrior Cats Series, Into the Wild, Book 1
When the young house cat Rusty dares to venture into the terrifying forest and is offered
a place in one of the warrior clans, his world is suddenly filled with excitement, adventure,
and mystery; but the clans aren’t what they seem at first sight. Some members do not
want Rusty to stay, and would do whatever it takes to rid him from the clans…

Mrs Cady

Warrior Cats Into the Wild is overall, a thrilling and entertaining book. It is a real page
turner that you just cannot put down! The book is full of action from start to finish and
has a brilliantly climactic ending. One of my favourite things about this book is the large
cast. The alliances at the beginning even show you all of the cats in the book! With so
many well written, likeable characters, it is hard not to enjoy reading about them!
Another one of the best parts of the book is when Rusty, after hearing tales about ruthless wild cats that chew on bones and sharpen their claws, enters the forest for the first
time. This chapter is intense upon reading it for the first time because you just do not
know what is going to happen next. Will some beast jump from the shadows? One other
thing that is great about this book are the settings. There are lots of stunning locations
like: Fourtrees, the Moonstone, Clan camps, snakerocks, sunning-rocks and so much
more! There is even a map at the beginning of the book to see them.

Harry Y8

In conclusion, Warrior Cats into the Wild by Erin Hunter is a fantastic fantasy adventure
with cats. It has a wonderful story, loveable characters and is overall a brilliant read and I
would highly recommend picking it up and giving it a go.
Millie Y8

Recommended by Y8 Librarian Harry

Mrs Green
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The Girl on the Dancing Horse by Charlotte Dujardin
This is one of the best books I have ever read. Since buying the book, I simply haven’t put it down. To be able
to understand how Charlotte was feeling is amazing; the book presents this flawlessly. The book explores
Charlotte’s love for all things equestrian and shows her determination to prove others wrong from the
start. With each event Charlotte goes to, you know she is going to perform amazingly. As she describes the
moment she rode at the Olympics, you feel as though you are there, feeling the same amount of pressure and
yearn to win. Though the book is about an equestrian and her horsey journey, I couldn’t recommend this
enough to anybody! Reviewed by Millie, Y8

These fabulous book covers
were drawn
by
Y8 librarian Charlotte

Disney’s Artemis Fowl is now
streaming exclusively on Disney+.
Into film and Puffin have created a
fantastic resource pack of fun
activities linked to the books & film
with a creative writing
competition.
https://www.intofilm.org/
promotions/artemis-fowl
Check out author Eoin Colfer
https://www.eoincolfer.com/
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